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Keep Moving
Kj the artist, the bay is were I started, but ever 
since I left it aint the same as I departed, I just 
wanna spit but I feel my lanes parted and it keeps 
getting harder but I gotta.face the hardest, the starts 
so near but the finish even closer, aim to roast my 
compotiton no stove no toasta. Where I wanna be is 
posted up on the posters so a toast to the life high 
ice no coasters near to where I wanna be and I feel em 
wantin me the same one that wanabe is now the one
that 
wannabe rappin reckless japan to texas flow aint 
infectious cuz they aint near to catchin em number one 
runnin aint slippin hotter then suns and he rippin 
success is mine and im grippin my time to shine and
I'm 
lippin amazin now I know how mr west wheel this is just 
takeoff I wonder how the sky feels 

Chorus (4)Â– I just gotta keep moving like

And I'm back round dose wit an overdose of rhymes
and 
timin they try to dim it down but I be overshinin pace 
so far gone I be over grindin so that when I hit the 
ground Ill be forever timin I'm in line and my own lane 
see I'm just tryn to hit the sky like flame in the 
propane untamed in my own reign a roc in its own
game 
so when I hit net its the same kid with the known name 
real to the bone tryn to find his way home I been gone 
for a minute but I'm near to the throne cuz its essence 
in my pressence and I feel in the veer out the seats on 
the feet cuz I feel I'm finally here 

Chorus (4)Â– I just gotta keep moving like
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